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Innovation in products, markets, and business models is the fuel for business growth

• Innovative and disruptive strategies radically change the value network.

• When managing innovation firms must decide what investment to make in new products for markets that don’t exist with business models that haven’t been tried.
Leaders consistently miss big opportunities when faced with disruption of the value network....

"There is no reason anyone would want a computer in their home." – Ken Olsen (1977), CEO of DEC

"I predict the Internet will soon go spectacularly supernova and in 1996 catastrophically collapse." – Robert Metcalfe (1995)

"There's no chance that the iPhone is going to get any significant market share. No chance." – Tech Company CEO

“By 2013, 84% of US households have a home computer.” – Pew Research Center

“Fulfilling his promise columnist Bob Metcalfe dines on his own words.” – Sandy Reed, InfoWorld, April 28, 1997,

Much of this problem is because traditional approaches to thinking about and analyzing innovation are inadequate

- Qualitative scenario analysis approaches are too subjective and general.
- Data-driven techniques are useful when the future is like the past.
- By definition, innovative businesses are different from the past.
Although they are commonly used, spreadsheet models are inadequate to describe innovative new business systems

- Spreadsheet models are a popular approach.
- All business systems have feedback, non-linearity, and delay. Spreadsheets cannot describe these structures adequately.
- Spreadsheet models do not support high quality strategic thinking.
Spreadsheet models focus on accounting relationships instead of causal mechanisms

A spreadsheet model for valuing Uber provides a recent example:

Author’s mental model of the Uber’s opportunity

Market opportunity = TAM * % Share

TAM (Total Addressable Market) estimated from existing Taxi and Limo service market size. If the future is different than the past then the TAM will be different

Spreadsheet Representation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TAM</th>
<th>%Share</th>
<th>Market opportunity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$100B</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>~$3B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$100B</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>~$5B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$100B</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>~$10B</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Limited by regulatory restriction and competition

* Damodaran “Musings on Markets” June 2014, Link
In contrast, simulation models focus on the dynamics of market development and the “new economics” of the value network created by innovation.

By virtue of feedback, this story produces a market opportunity that is 25x (~$250B) the spreadsheet version.

Source: Bill Gurley “Above The Crowd” July 2014, (Link)
A qualitative mental mode is great, but simulation is required to quantify the effects

This positive loop generates a larger market and a competitive cost advantage, but simulation and perhaps market research are necessary to quantify the effect.

Positive feedback loop is an engine of rapid growth, but simulation is needed to test its potential magnitude.

The mental model leaves out important growth limiting negative feedbacks like competition for customers and drivers.

Source: Bill Gurley “Above The Crowd” July 2014, (Link)
**AnyLogic platform develops strategic simulation models using its multi-method capabilities, extensibility, and optimization**

Evaluate complex interaction among many system components

Uncertain view of the future

Longer evaluation time horizons

Profitable strategies hidden within a large search space

**Business strategy simulation**

- More and better strategies
- Multi-method modeling is essential
- Optimization is required
- Building the model is only one component of the analysis
Building the simulation model is only one component of analyzing innovation

Innovation analysis process

Model development
Model structure captures business system dynamics (e.g. customer adoption, competitor response, asset utilization).

Performance metrics
Performance metrics extends those that are traditionally used by stakeholders to evaluate strategic decisions.

Visualizations
Choosing between strategic alternatives involves weighing complex tradeoffs in investment levels, opportunity creation and risk.

Scenario analysis
The model is used to test thousands of strategy variations and scenarios that also capture uncertainty.
Each strategy alternative has to be evaluated across the entire range of realistic conditions and then compared against all of the other alternatives.

This requires running thousands of simulations. Overall, a strategy analysis may require ~500K simulations.

**Policy alternatives**
Examples of different strategies include: increase marketing spend, competitive pricing and maximize service levels.

**Environmental assumptions**
Factors outside one’s control that will impact the effectiveness of our strategies (e.g. customer acceptance, competitor response, economic trends).

**Randomness**
Stochastic factors that can impact effectiveness include: customer choice, WoM messaging and marketing reach.

~1,000 - ~10,000 scenarios for evaluation

**Scenario execution pipeline**
AnyLogic user conference
To make this practical, we build a cloud-based analysis pipeline that allows us to iteratively generate new strategies and explore results.
Because of deep uncertainties in the environment and random variation, each strategy alternative produces a range of outcomes. One way to summarize these for easy comparison is a Box and Whisker plot.

Full range of outcomes

Outcomes of a given environmental variable with random model variation. (e.g. customer demand and or adoption choices given their preferences)

Box and Whisker representation

Expected strategy outcomes given environmental factors, uncertainties, and randomness

Variations to environmental and/or decision variables will influence performance. (e.g. customer acceptance, price range, marketing spend)

Some variations or factors will result in higher or lower performing strategy outcomes

Multiple Outcomes for Single Strategy

Better

Worse

Performance metric
Distribution of outcomes for each strategy can be compared to determine performance, robustness and risk associated with each decision.

- Each strategy will be compared against a set of performance metrics (e.g. profit, adoption, asset utilization).

![Strategy comparison chart](chart.png)
When evaluating strategies, some will just be better than others based on the defined performance metrics. These strategies will have the potential for greater upside with less risk compared to the base case. Better strategies will also have higher average expected returns within its range of possible outcomes.
Strategy comparison - robustness

• Robust strategies are those that perform consistently under uncertainty
• There may be a cost associated with predictable strategies
• An example of a more robust strategy could involve policies that seek to increase asset utilization through active management
Good strategies have disproportionate upside potential. Large upsides are driven by strong positive feedback loops and nonlinearity.
**Why not just use the AnyLogic optimizer to find the “optimal” solution?**

- Optimization is a central tool in model development and calibration.

- However, strategy choices by stakeholder groups cannot be reduced to a single objective function.
Simulation at scale is a powerful analytic tool to create and evaluate innovative and disruptive business strategies

- Innovation disrupts existing value networks creating a new economic reality
- Spreadsheets are an inadequate tool to understand this process
- Dynamic simulation complements the fundamentally creative process of creating new businesses
- Dynamic simulation is an integral part of a rigorous process for quantifying and managing the inherent uncertainty of developing new business models and strategies
- The AnyLogic platform supports strategic simulation models through its multi-method capabilities, extensibility, and optimization.
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